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1 Claim. v(Cl. 156-249) 

.This invention relates'to a ?ling device and method of 
operation, the invention being herein illustrated as em- 7 
bodied in a new and improved report folder especially 
designed and adapted for use in hospitals and clinics,‘ 
but suitable also for various other purposes, wherever it 
is important to apply papers neatly in “shingled” arrange 
ment in a folder without having to apply adhesive, or 
lick or otherwise wet an adhesive. 
A pressure sensitive adhesive is now sold under the 

name Kleenstik, forming the subject matter of Bennett 
Patent No. 2,191,704. That or any other similar adhesive 
is suitable for use with the present invention. Such an 
adhesive is usually applied to the surface of paper with 
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a protective backing to keep it fresh and clean, and when > 
the adhesive is to be used the backing'is stripped off, the 
adhesive having a greater affinity for ordinary unglazed 
paper than for the glazed stock used in the backing. 
A salient feature of the present invention is the provi 

sion of a folder or carrier sheet having a portion of one 
side thereof covered with this special gummed stock, the 
backing or protective covering sheet being serrated trans 
versely to provide tear strips which may be removed one 
after another as the report sheets are to be applied, using 
the adhesive transferred onto the folder and uncovered 
as each strip of backing is removed, therest of the back 
ing that is left serving as a lineup guide in the applica 
tion of one sheet after another into the folder, so that 
a series of sheets of the same size, as in this case of 
laboratory reports, will be disposed ‘in alignment and 
evenly overlapped relationship and present a very neat 
appearance, and the information contained on any one 
of the sheets may be easily and quickly referred to if the 
lower edge portion of each sheet that is left exposed is . 
suitably labeled, as for example, in the case of laboratory 
reports with titles such as “Chemistry,” “Blood count,” 
“Hematology,” “-X-ray,” etc. 
The invention is illustrated in the accompanying draw 

ing, in which 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view illustrating the applica 

tion of adhesive to a folder from a roller in a coating 
machine; 1 ' 

FIG. 2 shows on a smaller scale the next step in 
I perspective of applying the backing sheet, which may be 
done also by machine; 

FIG. 3 shows on the same scale :as FIG. 1 the next 
step in perspective of serrating the backing sheet, which is 
an operation done in a press, this step being also indi 
cated partly in section and partly in side elevation in 
FIG. 4; , 
FIG. 5 is a perspective view similar to FIG. 2 showing 

a ?nished report folder ready for use; 
FIG. 6 indicates'in 1a perspective view on the same 

scale as FIG. 3 how the individual strips of backing may 
be removed to uncover the adhesive; 

FIG. 7 is a sectional view indicating how the sheets 
are applied one after another into the folder in accord 
ance with my improved method using the adhesive that 
is exposed when the strip has been removed, and using 
the rest of the backing as a guide in the application of 
the sheets, and ‘ ; 

FIG. 8 is a perspective view similar to FIG. 5 show 
ing how a folder appears when partly ?lled. with report 
sheets or the like. 
The same reference numerals are applied to correspond 

ing parts throughout the views. 
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Referring to the drawing, the reference numeral 10 
designates a ?ling device comprising a paperboardv folder 
or carrier sheet of the usual medium thickness used for 
?les to the inner side of one half of which is applied a 
layer of pressure sensitive adhesive or glue, as indicated 
at 11 in FIGS. 1 and 2. This may be applied in a coat 
ing machine in any suitable or preferred manner, a roller 
‘for application thereof being indicated at 12 in FIG. 1, 
‘the folders being fed automatically through the machine, 
one at a time, to have the band 11 of adhesive applied 
thereto by the roller. Then a backing or protective cover 
ing sheet 13 of glazed paper that is wider than the band 
11 is applied immediately, extending the full length of 
the folder, as indicated in FIG. 2. The marginal edge 
portions 14 of the glazed paper are therefore left un 
attached, so that when the folders are fed, one at a time, 
into a press for the cutting through of the backing 13 
on parallel lines 15 by means of a series of parallel knife~ 
blades 16 to de?ne separable tear strips 17, these strips 
may be easily picked up at their ends and stripped off, 
one at a time, to uncover a narrow strip of adhesive to 
be usedin applying a report sheet 18 by its one edge 
portion into the folder. The strips 17 being of glazed 

' paper and the adhesive 11 having a greater aflinity for 
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the unglazed paper or cardboard 10, there is no likelie 
hood of the adhesive being stripped off when the strips 
17 are removed. 

In operation, after the adhesive 11 has been applied to 
the inner side of the folder .10 its full length, a backing 
or protective covering sheet 13 of glazed paper is applied 
the full length covering the adhesive. Then, all but one 
end portion .19 of an appreciable length is serrated along 
the lines 15, the purpose being to use an end portion 19 
of the backing sheet 13 as a shield over the end portion 
.of the band 11 of adhesive so that the ?rst report sheet 
18 that is applied when the ?rst strip 17 is removed will 
wad-here to the folder 10 only along its upper edge por 
tion 20. In the application of the upper edge portion 20 
the edge of the neighboring tear strip 17 serves as a guide, 
as shown in FIG. 7, to insure the application of each 
report sheet 18 with its upper end at right angles to the 
longitudinal edges of the folder ‘10, and, of course, after 
one or more other report sheets have been put in, these 
serve also as a guide in the application of other report 
sheets later to have all of the sheets aligned properly 
with one another. The lower edge portions 211 of the 
sheets 18, when a series of sheets of the same size are 
used, are exposed to a uniform extent, as illustrated in 
FIG. 8, and in the case of hospital or clinic report 
folders, these marginal edge portions may be labeled, as 
indicated at 22, with identifying titles such as “Chem 
istry,” “Blood count,” “Hematology,” “Urinalysis,” “X 

' ray,” etc., so'that information relative to the patient, 
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whose name may be conveniently applied to the tab 23, 
is quickly and easily available. A vfolder with a series 
of these sheets neatly inserted presents a very nice ap 
pearance and with the facilities provided in accordance 
with my invention, ‘a great deal of time is saved in the 
compiling’ of reports on each patient and there is no 
danger of an important report getting lost once it has 
been put in properly inthe folder. The cost of these 
folders, due to the simplicity and economy of the. con 
struction, and the fact that all of the operations required 
in'the manufacture thereof can be done in automatic 
machines already available, is very low considering the 
advantages obtained. ~ 

It is believed the foregoing description conveys a good 
understanding of the objects and advantages of my in 
vention. The appended claim has been drawn to cover 
all legitimate modi?cations and adaptations. 

I claim: . 

The method of ?ling sheets in shingled relation on a 



lepeeerseive etrip’witb" sheet; 

3 
?ling ‘device comprising a'eeirier sheet having aileand’ of I. Q I ‘ 
pressure-sensitive adhesive extending thereacross, and a 
series of strips of uniform width and uniform ‘appreciable 
mickme adiacem sirips baviHsWntaqing edges extend 
ipg transverljse t9 the directio?of le'ngtlj of’seid bang! 
‘of-adhesive, Vsajd §trips being applied tgicpmpletely cover 
said 'baindrof edhesivebut being of ,a material prbyiding 
?t?e'adherenee thereto ‘to facilitate rembval of Said stripjs 
individually trqmw Said earrier' sheehtheimtlwd prising Peeling off a ?rst strip,~p1abing the edge of a 
(sheet in pontaet with the thus expesed edge of {he next 
ggljgcent‘ sgrip, ‘pressing the sheetg' into adhering engage 
i>111¢1v1t with Lhe-édhesiYe exyosed ‘by removal ,of the" ?rst 
strip, and continuing in the same way to 39136;; each . n. V 
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spews’; , 

522,171 
1,9'88,3 68 
1,988,368 
2,058,035 
2,095,431 
2,171,605 
2,248,582 
2,250,583 
2,5 10,263 
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